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This matter arising upon the motion of AmeriCall Systems of

LOuisville ("AmeriCall") to intervene as a full party in this

proceeding, and it appearing to the Commission as follows:

Commission Regulation 807 EAR 5:OD1, Section 3(8), states
that the Commission shall permit a party to intervene in a

proceeding only where that "person has a special interest in the

proceeding which is not otherwise adequately represented" or where

full intervention of that party "is likely to present issues or to

develop facts that [will) assist the Commission in fully

considering the matter without unduly complicating or disrupting

the proceedings."

In its motion AmeriCall fails to identify its special
interest in this proceeding. It does not allege that the

Complainant uses or has used AmeriCall's services. It fails to

identify its involvement, if any, with the parties or the

incidents detailed in the parties'leading. Neither party



mentions AmeriCall in its pleading. AmeriCall relies solely on

its status as an interexchange carrier to support its motion for
intervention. This status, which is shared by at least 19 other

entities in this Commonwealth, does not alone create a special
interest.

AmeriCall also fails to state how its intervention will

present issues or develop facts which will assist the Commission

in adjudicating the complaint before it. Nothing in the case

record nor in AmeriCall's motion indicates that AmeriCall has any

knowledge concerning the facts surrounding GTE South's

disconnection of Ns. English's telephone service.
Accordingly, the Commission finds that AmeriCall has failed

to meet the regulatory prerequisites for intervention and its
motion should be denied.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that AmeriCall's motion for full
intervention is denied.

Done at Frankfort, Eentucky, this 15th day of January, 1991.

For the Commission

Executive Director


